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1. Covalent bonding happens when.....

A  two non metal atoms share an electron

B  one atom transfers its outer electron to another to create full
outer shells for them both

C  two non metal atoms share a pair of electrons

D  a metal and a non metal share electrons

E  oppositely charged ions attract one another  
   

2. Nitrogen atoms bond together in pairs forming....

A  double bonds between the atoms

B  simple molecules

C  macromolecules

D  giant molecules

E  lattices  
   

3.
Barium and iodine react together to form barium iodide.  Choose a correct statement from the
list below..

A  Barium iodide would be a solid at room temperature and would contain positive barium ions and
negative iodide ions

B  Barium iodide would be a liquid at room temperature as it only has weak forces between its
molecules.

C  Barium iodide would be a gas at room temperature as it has no forces between its molecules.

D  Barium iodide is a very reactive substance as the elements combined within it need to gain or lose
electrons in order to achieve a full outer shell.

E  Barium iodide is a macromolecular covalent substance.
  

4. Aluminium reacts with oxygen to form aluminium oxide.  The formula of aluminium oxide is:.

A  AlO

B  Al2O

C  Al2O2

D  Al3O2

E  Al2O3  
   

5.
Propane is a compound of carbon and hydrogen only - "a hydrocarbon".  Choose a correct
statement from the list below..
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A  It is a gas as it has a low boiling point.

B  It is a liquid as it has a high melting point.

C  It is a gas as it has a high boiling point.

D  It conducts electricity.

E  The forces between propane ions are very strong.  
   

6. The formula of sodium sulfide is.....
A  NaS
B  Na3S
C  NaS2
D  Na2S3
E  Na2S

  

7. The formula of ammonia is....

A  NH3

B  CH4

C  H2S

D  C2H6

E  HNO3  
   

8. Choose a correct statement about water..

A  Liquid water contains many water molecules which are linked
together into long chains by covalent bonds.

B  In a water molecule, oxide ions are strongly attracted to
hydrogen ions.

C
 In a water molecule, an oxygen atom is covalently bonded to
two hydrogen atoms and it has two pairs of outer electrons
which are not used in bonding.

D  Solid water is called ice and it is very hard due to the strong
covalent bonds between water molecules.

E  Ice is more dense that water which is why ice cubes float at
the top of a glass of water.  

   

9.
Pick a correct statement about silicon dioxide - you might know this by its common name of
sand..

A  Sand is an ionic substance which dissolves in water.

B
 Sand exists as layers of silicon atoms covalently bonded
together, sandwiched by layers of covalently bonded oxygen
atoms.

C  Sand is a macromolecular covalent substance with a
structure very similar to that of diamond.

D  Sand has a really high melting point due to the strong
electrostatic attractions between oppositely charged ions.
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10.

Aluminium bromide is a solid at room temperature and sublimes at a relatively low
temperature.  Based on this information, predict the nature of the bonding and structure of
aluminium bromide..

A  Simple molecular covalent

B  Giant molecular covalent

C  Ionic lattice

D  Giant molecular ionic

E  Simple molecular ionic  
   

11. When barium reacts with phosphorus, the formula of the compound formed is.....
A  BaP
B  Ba3P
C  BaP2
D  Ba2P3
E  Ba3P2

  

12.
Sodium chloride is an ionic substance which is hard and difficult to melt as there are strong
electromagnetic forces of attraction between the oppositely charged ions..

A  True

B  False

  

13.
In an ionic substance, each positive ion is surrounded by negative ions and vice versa in a
regular repeating arrangement known as a lettuce..

A  True

B  False

  

14.
Oxygen exists as simple covalent molecules consisting of two oxygen atoms joined together by a
double bond which is two shared pairs of electrons..

A  True

B  False

  

15.
Graphite is a macromolecular covalent substance where each carbon atom forms strong
covalent bonds to 4 other carbon atoms in a giant three dimensional lattice..
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A  True

B  False
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